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AbstractWe propose a modeling strategy for structured populations, in which individuals arenot necessarily identical. The heterogeneity is obtained by modeling the population ascomprising homogeneous subpopulations. By using a vector measure, we combine thesubpopulations with an abstract integral to obtain the density of the population. We showthat this approach leads to a semigroup formulation of the dynamics in a space of vectormeasures, and we develop some estimation methods for determining the initial structurefrom observed data. 1. IntroductionMany biological applications of dynamical systems and control theory involve popu-lations that are structured in terms of size, age, or spatial distribution. From predictingfuture populations to developing optimal harvesting strategies, models provide importantinformation for biologist. Thus, it is crucial to develop models that predict population be-havior in an accurate manner. This paper focuses on a particular aspect of model improve-ment, that of incorporating individual-based information into aggregate, population-widemodels.The original motivation for this work involved certain behavior exhibited by observeddata for a size structured population of mosquito�sh, behavior which is inconsistent withthe commonly used Sinko-Streifer model:vt + (gv)x = ��v; x0 < x < x1; t > 0:Here v = v(t; x) denotes the density of indiviuals of size x at time t; g = g(t; x) denotesindividual growth rate, and � = �(t; x) is the mortality rate. The observed data, asdiscussed in [BBKW, BF], exhibits a dispersion in size as time increases, and in some casesunimodal initial densities develop into bimodal densities at later time: the Sinko-Streifer2



model does not predict these phenomena without biologically unrealistic assumptions onthe parameters.In order to improve model predictions, various researchers (see [BBKW, BF]) haveattempted to examine the model on the individual level. In general, individuals do nothave identical growth rates (a basic assumption for the Sinko-Streifer model). To intro-duce individual variations, we model the population as being composed of homogeneoussubpopulations, with each subpopulation obeying a Sinko-Striefer law having di�erent pa-rameters. The approach in [BBKW, BF] involves subpoulation densities v(t; x; g), withthe growth rate parameter g di�erentiating the subpopulations. The subpopulations arethen be combined by integrating the densities with respect to a measure on the space ofparameters: u(t; x) = ZG v(t; x; g) dP (g):The measure P , called the growth rate distribution, represents the proportion of individualshaving a given growth rate.In this paper, we consider the more general problem of a population whose dynamicsare modeled with a parameter-dependent C0 semigroup T (t; q) on a Hilbert space X:These operators typically arise as solution operators for a di�erential equation such as theSinko-Streifer equation given above. This general approach allows us to consider severaldi�erent kinds of models from many di�erential equations { age, size, spatial structuremodels, or a combination. Within the context of population models, the parameter qtypically comprises several individual rate parameters, such as growth, mortality, andfecundity. The rate distribution idea then is to model the population as a combinationof subpopulations which are modeled with the original semigroup dynamics T (t; q): Thequestion then becomes how to build the whole population from the subpopulations.3



Suppose for the moment that the number of subpopulations is �nite. Then, we denotethe densities by v(t; x; qi) = T (t; qi)'i(x); for 1 � i � n: Then the density u(t; x) of thewhole population is given by u(t; x) = nXi=1 T (t; qi)'i(x): (1:1)In [BF], the initial densities were assumed to satisfy'i = pi'; (1:2)for some ' 2 X; and some collection fpig with pi � 0; andP pi = 1: Then the populationdensity can be given in the formu(t; x) = nXi=1 T (t; qi)'(x)pi = ZQ T (t; q)'(x) dP (q);where P is the discrete probability measure on Q with support fqig and weights fpig. Theintegral form is generalized naturally to the case mentioned above in which P is any prob-ability measure on Q; and the estimation theory of [BF] generalizes in a straightforwardmanner for this problem.To generalize this model further, we relax (1.2), so that the subpopulations mayhave di�erent initial structure as well as distinct rate parameters. Thus we are led to ageneralization of the form u(t) = ZQ T (t; q)'(q) dP (q); (1:3)where the X valued function '(q) gives the parameter dependent initial structure. Afurther step is to write u(t) = ZQ T (t; q) dm(q); (1:4)where m is a vector-valued measure on Q (taking values in X). Intuitively, we havem(dq) = '(q)P (dq). Also, when X = L2; say, R ba m(A)(x) dx denotes the number ofindividuals whose structure variable x is between a and b; and whose parameter q lies4



in the set A � Q: Note that formula (1.4) above involves integrating an operator valuedfunction with respect to a vector measure. There are some subtle questions of measurabilityin both (1.3) and (1.4) that must be resolved from properties of the original semigroupmodel (see [F]).The advantage to using the form (1.4) over (1.3) is not in a greater level of generality,for under rather general conditions a vector measure can be expressed in terms of a vectorvalued density and a scalar measure. However, as we shall see below, the vector measureapproach leads directly to a semigroup formulation of the dynamics in a vector measurespace, and hence we may view the state as possessing not only the original (size, age, orspatial) structure but also the individual (rate) structure.We shall consider the population state at time t to be mt; which can be given in mildform at mt = T (t)m0 + Z t0 T (t� s)f(s) ds; (1:5)where f is a \forcing function" modeling changes in parameter structure due to externalenvironmental changes. Below we shall derive the semigroup T from T (t; q) : the idea isthat T (t)m0(dq) = T (t; q)'(q)�(dq); where we have m0(dq) = '(q)�(dq):The inverse problem is to estimate the measure m0 and the forcing function f fromobservations of the population. In size structured populations, one typically obtains \his-togram" data which represents numbers of individuals whose size lies in given \size bins."We assume that the observations are of the form fbu(ti): 1 � i � ng � Z; where the dataspace Z is a Hilbert space, and we use the least squares criterionJ(m0; f) = nXk=1kbu(tk)� Cmt(Q)k2Z ;where k � kZ denotes the norm in Z; and where C:X ! Z is the observation mapping (e.g.,a projection onto the step functions in the histogram case). Computation of solutionsto this inverse problem requires several approximations { for the semigroup, the vector5



integral in (1.5), and the vector measure itself. It does, however, provide an advantageover identi�cation of the parameter q: the least squares problem for the measure is a linearleast squares problem. A very similar idea, relaxed control, has been used in control theoryfor quite some time (see, e.g. [W]).A computational advantage in this approach is that the problem contains a high levelof parallelism. Di�erent subpopulations can be simulated independently; hence, parallelcomputing platforms can be used very e�ciently.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the functional analytictools necessary to put (1.5) on a rigorous foundation. Section 3 contains the approximationmethods for inverse problems, and some remarks on future work are contained in Section4.
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2. Semigroup Formulation of the Model.Our goal in this section is to extend the dynamics of a population comprising identicalindividuals to a heterogeneous population, distributed not only in its original structure butalso in its rate structure. We begin with the original dynamics,_v(t; q) = A(q)v(t; q); (2:1)where A is the in�nitestimal generator of a C0 semigroup T (t; q) on a Hilbert space X.In the extension we are seeking, the solutions v(t; q) represent the subpopulation densityhaving parameter q: Of course, when we refer to this function of q as a density, we need ameasure with respect to which v is a density. We also need an extended state space whichincorporates the additional structure.One natural approach to a state space formulation is to take the initial populationto be an X-valued measure. The space M of regular, countably additive X-valued Borelmeasures of bounded variation on Q forms a Banach space which can be identi�ed withC(Q;X)�: We include here some de�nitions and notation which will be very useful below.The interested reader may consult [DU] or [D] for the details of vector measures. First,we recall that a countably additive vector measure (or more concisely, a vector measure)is a function from a �-algebra F of sets in Q to X satisfyingm( 1[i=1Ei) = 1Xi=1m(Ei)for every collection fEig � F of disjoint sets. The limit in the in�nite sum holds in the Xnorm sense. We de�ne the variation of m, jmj, byjmj(E) = sup�2� XEi2� km(Ei)kX ;where � is the collection of �nite partitions of E: If jmj(Q) < 1; we say that m is ofbounded variation. The semivariation is de�ned bykmk(E) = supnjhx;m(E)ij:x 2 X; kxkX = 1o;7



where h�; �i denotes the inner product in X: We say that m is of bounded semivariationif kmk(Q) < 1: A vector measure is of bounded semivariation if and only if its range isbounded in X (p. 5 of [DU]) so that we refer to measures of bounded semivariation simplyas bounded measures. Unless otherwise stated, integrals of vector valued functions aretaken to be Bochner integrals (see [DU, Chapter 2]).Measures of bounded variation can also be expressed as m(dq) = '(q)�(dq); where' 2 L1(Q;�;X) and � is a positive real-valued measure on Q; such that 0 � �(A) �kmk(A); for each measurable A: This fact follows from a theorem of Bartle, Dunford, andSchwarz and the fact that Hilbert spaces have the Radon-Nikodym property (see [DU, pp.14, 61, and 100]).Another state space possibility is given by C(Q;X)�M; whereM(= C(Q)�) denotesthe �nite real-valued Borel measures on Q; for Q a compact separable metric space. Thisapproach has been successfully employed in [BKW] within the context of model develop-ment.Here we shall focus on the vector measure approach, which has proven e�ective ininverse problems (see [F] and the following sections). We begin by extending the originalsemigroup to the vector measure space. The following result is the �rst necessary step.Lemma 2.1. Suppose that X is a Hilbert space and that T (t; q) is a semigroup on Xthat is strongly jointly continuous on [0;1)�Q; where Q is a compact, separable metricspace. Suppose that � is a �nite regular nonnegative measure on (the Borel sets of) Q andthat ' 2 L1(Q;�;X): Then, for each t, the map q 7! T (t; q)'(q) is in L1(Q;�;X); and thevector measure n given by n(A) = RA T (t; q)'(q)�(dq) is in M:Proof. First, we note that if the above map is measurable, then we have thatZQ kT (t; q)'(q)kX �(dq) � ZQ kT (t; q)k k'(q)kX �(dq)�Me!t ZQ k'(q)kX �(dq) <1;8



since T is jointly strongly continous (see [DU, F]). Thus, to prove that the above map isL1; it remains to show measurability.We recall that an X-valued function is measurable if and only if it is the (�-a.e.)pointwise strong limit of simple functions (see [DU]). Given that ' 2 L1(Q;�;X); we maychoose a sequence of simple functions 'n ! ' strongly, for �-a.e. q 2 Q: Next, for each n;we choose a �nite collection of balls of radius 1=n, B(qni ; 1=n); for 1 � i � Kn that coverQ: We rede�ne these balls in order to make them disjoint, by setting Bn1 = B(qn1 ; 1=n);and letting Bnk = B(qnk ; 1=n) \ (Bn1 )c \ : : : (BnKn )c:We then set  n(q) = KnXk=1 NnXi=1 T (t; qnk )�ni �Ani \Bnk ; (2:2)where ' = PNni=1 �ni �Ani : Clearly,  n is a simple function. Moreover, if q0 is a point forwhich 'n(q0)! '(q); then there is a sequence of sets Anin \Bnkn that contain q0 and whoseradii are tending to 0. By the strong continuity of T , together with the convergence of 'n;we have that T (t; qnkn )'n(q0)! T (t; q0)'(q0); as desired.For the last claim, we have that n(A) = RA T (t; q)'(q)�(dq) is a countably additive,bounded variation vector measure (from [DU, p. 46]) and that in factjnj(A) = ZA kT (t; q)'(q)kX �(dq):To prove regularity of n; we must show that for every measurable set A and for every " > 0;there exist sets K, compact, and O; open satisfying K � A � O; and jnj(O �K) < ":Note that if " > 0; since q 7! T (t; q)'(q) is in L1(Q;�;X); there exists � > 0 suchthat if B is measurable and �(B) < �; then jnj(B) < ": The regularity of � then providesthe result.Using this lemma, we de�ne the operators T (t) on M by settingT (t)m(dq) = T (t; q)'(q)�(dq): (2:3)9



To prove that this de�nition gives us a semigroup onM; we must �rst show that T (t) is wellde�ned. That is, suppose dm = 'd� =  d�: (In fact, many such distinct representationsexist: see [DU, p. 269, Corollary 3]). We must show that both representations lead to thesame linear operator; i.e., T (t; q)'(q)�(dq) = T (t; q) (q)�(dq):Toward that end, we take Bnk and qNk as in the above proof, and we de�ne a sequence ofoperators Tn(t; q)x = KnXk=1�Bnk (q)T (t; qNk )x;which converges strongly to T (t; q): In a manner similar to (2.2), we setnn1 (A) = KnXk=1ZA\Bnk T (t; qNk )'�(dq) = KnXk=1T (t; qNk )ZA\Bnk '�(dq);and nn2 (A) = KnXk=1ZA\Bnk T (t; qNk ) �(dq) = KnXk=1T (t; qNk )ZA\Bnk  �(dq):From the hypothesis on '; ; �; and �; we see that nn1 = nn2 : Moreover, by the dominatedconvergence theorem, we have that nni (A)! ni(A) for i = 1; 2; wheren1(A) = ZA T (t; q)'(q)�(dq)and n2 is similarly de�ned. Since nn1 = nn2 ; we must have n1 = n2; which implies thatT (t) is well de�ned.We also note that sincejnj(A) = ZA kT (t; q)'(q)kX �(dq) �Me!tjmj(A);T (t) is a bounded linear operator on M: Using these facts we have the following.Theorem 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, we have that T (t); t � 0 is a stronglycontinuous semigroup of linear operators on M:10



Proof. The semigroup property is easily seen to follow from (2.3), as is the fact thatT (0) = I: We must now argue strong continuity. Note thatjT (t)m�mj(Q) = ZQ kT (t; q)'(q) � '(q)kX �(dq);which goes to 0 as t goes to 0, by the dominated convergence theorem. Thus strongcontinuity is proved.From this theorem we obtain a model for dynamics in the vector measure state space,M; through the mild form given in (1.5):mt = T (t)m0 + Z t0 T (t� s)f(s) ds;where f 2 L1([0; tf ];M): The state vector now is mt which contains structure in boththe parameter space and the original space X: Moreover, the mild form also containsa forcing function which can be used to model externally induced parameter changes.Having developed a semigroup formulation for the extended dynamics, we now turn toinverse problems.
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3. Inverse Problems for the Rate Distribution Model.It is typically the case in a population biology application that the individual rateconstants cannot be measured directly. Thus, in population wide observations, one wouldbe unlikely to have access to measurements of parameter variation in the population. Onthe other hand, size and spatial structure are observable in many cases. Thus, we areconfronted with an inverse problem in which the observations û(ti) 2 Z correspond toC�RQ T (ti; q)'(q)�(dq)�; where C:X ! Z is an observation operator and the data space Zis a separable Hilbert space. In many population biology examples, the data are histogramsgiving the number of individuals whose size (age, position) lies in particular intervals. Insuch a case Z is �nite dimensional and C is an integral \averaging" operator. The integralin q denotes the summing of the population over the parameter space: we observe the totalpopulation, structured only in X: We thus pose the inverse problem as the determinationof m from such measurements. We shall use the least squares approach, in which we seekto minimize J(m) = nXi=1 kCT (ti)m(Q) � û(ti)kZ ; (3:1)which, we note, is an in�nite dimensional linear least squares problem.A possible approach to the minimization is through standard linear least squarestheory and the normal equations B�Bm = û; where B = (T (t1); : : : ;T (tn))T 2 L(Xn);and û = (û(t1); : : : ; û(tn))T 2 Xn: We do not have at this point any general conditions onthe original semigroup under which the normal equations have a unique solution. Hence,we take here a di�erent approach.We treat the problem as a constrained minimization of J over a setMad of admissibleparameters. Since the unit ball in C(Q;X)� is weak-* compact (by Alaoglu's theorem), wetakeMad �M to be the measures with variation bounded byM; which is a �xed positivenumber. Under the assumption that the adjoint semigroup, T �(t; q); is strongly continuous12



in t and q; we have that mN ! m weak-* implies that T (t)mN(Q) ! T (t)m(Q) weaklyin X; for hx;ZQ T (t; q)'(q)�(dq)i = ZQhx; T (t; q)'(q)i�(dq)= ZQhT �(t; q)x;'(q)i�(dq):Since T � is strongly continuous, q 7! T �(t; q)x 2 C(Q;X); and the weak convergencebecomes apparent. From this convergence we obtain the following.Theorem 3.1. Suppose that C 2 L(X;Z) is compact. Under the assumptions of Theorem2.2, together with strong continuity of the adjoint semigroup T �(t; q); the functional J iscontinuous with respect to the weak-* topology onMad; hence, J attains a minimum overMad:Proof. First, note that the weak-* topology onMad and the weak topology of T (t)(Mad) �X are metrizable (see, e.g., [R, p. 203]). Thus, the above argument shows that m 7!T (t)m is continuous with respect to these topologies. Since C is compact, it maps weaklyconvergent sequences to strongly convergent sequences, and we have the desired result.The optimization problem posed is an in�nite dimensional one, so we need some ap-proximation methods for compuational purposes. We assume that we have for the originalproblem a numerical scheme that produces a sequence of semigroups TN (t; q) de�ned on�nite dimensional subspaces XN of X; taken to be of the form XN = spanf N1 ; : : : ;  NN g;with PN being the orthogonal projection from X to XN : From these semigroups we con-struct cost functionals JN(m) = nXk=1 kû(tk) � CT N(t)m(Q)k2Z ;where T N is de�ned in the obvious manner. This cost functional must be minimized overa �nite dimensional set. Let fq1; q2; : : :g be a countable, dense subset of Q: We setMN = f NXj;k=1 ajk Nj �qk (dq) : �� NXj;k=1 ajk Nj �qk ��(Q) �Mg;13



which is a �nite dimensional subset of Mad: Furthermore (as in [F]), any element of Madcan be approximated in the weak-* sense by a sequence from these sets. With theseobservations, we may obtain the following approximation result.Theorem 3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 hold. Furthermore, as-sume that the sequence TN (t; q) satis�es TN (t; q)PNx! T (t; q)x; and (TN )�(t; q)PNx!T �(t; q)x strongly in X and uniformly on Q � [0; � ]: Then minimizers of JN over MNconverge subsequentially in the weak-* topology of Mad to minimizers of J:Proof. In view of the abstract least squares theory of Banks (see, e.g., [BK, pp. 144-5])it only remains to show that JN(mN)! J(m); whenever mN !m in the weak-* sense.Toward that end, we note thathx;ZQ TN (t; q)PN'N(q)�N (dq)i = ZQhx; TN (t; q)PN'N (q)i�N (dq)= ZQhPNx; TN (t; q)PN'N (q)i�N (dq)� ZQhx; T (t; q)'N (q)i�N (dq)+ ZQhx; T (t; q)'N (q)i�N (dq)= ZQh(TN (t; q))�PNx;'N(q)i�N (dq)� ZQhT �(t; q)x;'N (q)i�N (dq)+ hx;ZQ T (t; q)'N (q)�N (dq)i! hx;ZQ T (t; q)'(q)�(dq)i;which implies T N (t)mN ! T (t)m weakly in X: As in Theorem 3.1, we then obtain thedesired convergence for JN : 14



4. Conclusions.We have examined here a semigroup formulation of a rate distribution model forstructured populations. Being based merely on an original semigroup formulation forsubpopulations of identical individuals, this model is quite general. Using basic propertiesof vector measures, we studied the basic well-posed question for the semigroup formulationof the distributed model, and developed an estimation framework for �tting the model todata.We have performed a variety of computational examples based on the Sinko-Streiferproblem mentioned above. The implementation involves solving the Sinko-Streifer PDEfor many growth rate functions, and we have successfully used the 128-processor InteliPSC/860 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the computations. These results, re-ported in [BFZ], demonstrate not only the computational feasibility of the techniques wehave described, but also the capability of obtaining high quality �ts to real observed sizestructured data that were not previously treatable with inverse techniques.Future studies will focus on vector measure formulations for nonlinear problems (suchas [H]) as well as models which incorporate subpopulation mixing (as in [BKW]).
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